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From the Editor’s Desk
Welcome to the January 2019 edition of Event Horizon. This month’s
newsletter is slightly larger than usual. There’s a lot to catch up on over the 2
month break.
I’m hoping everyone had a great Christmas and New Year break. Though the
weather has been dodgy, some have still managed to capture the odd astro
image.
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SAS Christmas BBQ - This was a great evening with many members
enjoying the company of their fellow astronomers. The SAS raffle seemed to
be the highlight of the evening with some members winning more than one
prize. Congratulations to those who managed to score. There were a number
of ‘booby’ prizes as well.
For Sale — Bob Clark has some good gear on offer—telescope, etc.
Members’ Gallery: Dylan O’Donnell, Tony Kim, Mike Geisel, Noeleen
Lowndes, Chris Wheeler, Eddie Saez.
Free download: Beyond Earth: A Chronicle of Deep Space Exploration
Astro Quiz: See how many you know and how many you need to research.

(This is a newsletter for members: astrophotography, travel, projects, items for
sale, etc. are all welcome. Send me your photos with the story and I can build
your item for publication.)

The Contents are hyperlinked. Select ▲ to return to Contents page.

ABOUT SAS
The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy, Astrophotography,
Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of our members
specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed become
very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations and
supernova searching. Some members enjoy building telescopes,
including the optics, observatories and ALL our members have at some
time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month
at Heritage Park, Restoration Society grounds, 193 Rifle Range Road,
Pimpama - take exit 49 from the M1. Anyone interested is invited to
attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for
further information. All members and visitors are invited to contribute
items of interest at these meetings. The SAS Calendar is available on the
website.

Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards
are valid for 12 months from the date of payment. Financial members
enjoy the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The SAS Website is a great way to access information
about the upcoming meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past
and current), SAS outreach, SAS Library information & book lists, Links &
Resources, membership information (fees etc.) and contacts as well as
much more. http://www.sas.org.au/

Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available as well
some digital media. Members may borrow items for a period of 2 months.
The book list is available as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a
nominal fee for members to hire. Hire fees include a returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest
astronomy and space news and to share your photos and ideas to the
wider community as well as advertise items for sale.
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Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather
permitting), giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night
sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available
prior to the meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS
Mailing list (blind copy). All members are encouraged to contribute articles
along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you would like to
be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS
website and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.

Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for
astronomy, please see the SAS Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with
an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and classed as
weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by
members of ‘recognized astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO
MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS

RESPONSIBILITY

FOR

Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.

Presidential Musings
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Hi Fellow Skywatchers
It is once again time for a few choice words from me, this time in 2019...
Happy New Year everyone and I trust you all had a great holiday break with family and friends, and hopefully were able to sneak away and
look up. Wink. Wink.
I want to also welcome our new members and I look forward to meeting you all in the very near future.
Unfortunately I will be speaking with you from the page, as I have a wedding to attend in Sydney which clashes with this month’s meeting. I am leaving you in the
very capable hands of our committee and stewardship of Vice President ,Brian Holbrook.
This year is going to be huge for SAS to say the least. In our near future we have an extremely important membership vote on our committee proposed venue
change (scheduled for the February meeting); ongoing field night events; community outreach; and much, much more.
So strap yourselves in for an astronomically massive year! In fact, it is going to be bigger than the theoretical multiverse!
See you all next month.
Clear skies always and get your gear out and point it up!

Brendan Junge

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday, 19th January 2019 @ 7:30pm
Saturday, 23rd February 2019 @ 7:30pm
Saturday, 23rd March 2019 @ 7:30pm
Leyburn weekends: 1st to 3rd February 2019
8th to 10th March 2019

In the News - China in Space
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Chang'e 4 spacecraft sends images after landing on far side of the Moon in world first for China
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-01-03/china-lands-on-the-far-side-of-the-moon-change4/10681620?fbclid=IwAR27XbHfXBb2qDD25rxqMb-4409xEUY3uougANDDubGtdaQ9Yb7wwvGS9R0

A Chinese spacecraft has made the first landing on the far side of the Moon, sending back
images of a crater in the latest achievement for the country's growing space program.

Key points:
•
China becomes the first country to complete a soft landing on the Moon's far side
•
The Chang'e 4 will investigate the Moon's potential to support future space travellers
•
The mission is part of China's ambitious push to explore the Moon's resources
The Chang'e 4 probe successfully performed the first soft landing on the Moon's far side on
Thursday, the Chinese National Space Agency said.
The lander has succeeded in its first task of deploying its rover — named Yutu-2 — which
has started exploring the Moon's Von Karman crater.
China's space agency shared an image of the rover being deployed, along with a picture
taken from the south side of the landing site which was relayed back via a relay satellite,
according to state-owned television network CGTN.

Photo: China's Yutu-2 rover has started exploring the far side of the Moon.
(Supplied: CNSA/CLEP)

Black and white images taken by the probe before and after its landing were also
shared by Chinese news agencies.
It is the first time a soft landing has been performed on the Moon's far side — also
known as the dark side because it faces away from Earth and remains comparatively
unknown — due to challenges relaying signals.
Chang'e 4 is a lander-rover combination and will explore both above and below the
lunar surface.
Photo: An image taken by China's Chang'e-4 probe after its landing on the far side of the
moon. (AP: China National Space Administration/Xinhua News Agency)

In the News cont. ~
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Chang'e Moon missions
•

Chang'e 1: China's first lunar mission launched in 2007. It orbited the Moon and
created a topographical map of the surface
•
Chang'e 2: A second orbiting mission in 2011 to scout for future landing sites as
well as take high-resolution photos
•
Chang'e 3: First unmanned Moon landing of the Chang'e effort. The lander with
Jade Rabbit touched down in 2013, making it the first soft landing on the Moon
since 1976. Despite some technical issues, the rover functioned until 2016 when it
was officially declared dead
•
Chang'e 4: China's current mission to explore and research the far side of the
Moon
•
Chang'e 5: Future mission slated for 2019 to collect and return lunar rocks and soil
Some of the experiments aboard will investigate the Moon's potential to support future
space travellers.
One of those experiments is a biosphere project, which includes silkworm eggs, thale
cress and potato seeds.
If it goes to plan, the ecosystem would be self-sustaining, with the silkworms germinating
the potatoes and popping out caterpillars. These would in turn produce carbon dioxide,
helping the plants grow as a food source.
Photo: The Chang'e 4 lunar probe launches from the the Xichang Satellite
Launch Centre in southwest China. (AP: Jin Liwang)

Photo: The first image of the Moon's far side, taken by China's Chang'e-4
probe. (AP: China National Space Administration/Xinhua News Agency)

Because the far side faces away from Earth, it is also shielded from radio transmissions
— making it the perfect place from which to study the universe.
The mission is part of China's ambitious push to explore the Moon's resources and
potential as a space base.
China landed its Yutu, or "Jade Rabbit" rover on the Moon five years ago and plans to
have Chang'e 5 return to earth with samples — the first time that will have been done
since 1976. A crewed lunar mission is also under consideration

The Moon's not-so-dark side

While in popular culture the far side of the Moon is often called the "dark side", the far
side is not dark in the sense that it does get exposed to sunlight.
It is known as the far side because only the near side of the Moon can be seen from
Earth, as the Moon takes the same time to spin on its axis as it takes to complete one full
orbit.
The far side has been mapped by several orbiting craft over the years.
The dominant feature is the 2,500km-wide South Pole-Aitken basin, the Moon's oldest
and deepest crater.
Scientists are particularly interested in the geology of the basin as it may help explain
how the Moon formed.

SAS Christmas Party BBQ
The Gang
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SAS Christmas Raffle
The winners

A New Home for SAS?
Several of the committee members visited the Oxenford Pony Club grounds at Charlies Crossing Rd, Upper Coomera, prior to the November 2018
meeting. We wanted to check out the facilities and possible light pollution issues. All in all, it looks to be a very clean and tidy option.
There will be a vote of membership at the February meeting as to whether
SAS moves to this site.
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Dark Matters ~ Between the Lines
ULTIMA THULE
http://pluto.jhuapl.edu/Ultima/Ultima-Thule.php

The New Horizons team used the Hubble Space Telescope to search for its
post-Pluto, Kuiper Belt flyby target. Using observations made with Hubble on
June 26, 2014, the science team discovered an object that New Horizons
could reach with its available fuel. The object was subsequently designated
2014 MU69, given the minor planet number 485968 and, with public input,
nicknamed "Ultima Thule" (which means "beyond the known world").
Ultima Thule is located in the Kuiper Belt , beyond the orbit of Neptune. At
12:33 a.m. (EST) on January 1, 2019, New Horizons will fly by Ultima Thule at
a distance of 3,500 kilometers (2,200 miles). At this time, Ultima Thule will be
almost 6.5 billion kilometers (4 billion miles) from the Sun, making this the
most distant planetary flyby in history, and the first close-up look at a solar
system object of this type.

Ultima Thule measures approximately 30 kilometers (18 miles) in diameter,
and is irregularly shaped. In July 2017, Ultima Thule passed in front of a star
as seen from Earth (known as a stellar occultation), allowing astronomers to
determine that its shape is most likely a contact binary (two touching bodies)
or a close binary system (two objects that are orbiting each other).
We won't know what Ultima Thule's surface looks like until after New Horizons
sends back the first close-up pictures, although based on observations of
similar-sized solar system objects, it will almost certainly display impact
craters. The lighting at its surface is very dim, as it receives only about 0.05%
of the light from the Sun that Earth does. We do know that Ultima Thule has a
reddish color, probably caused by exposure of hydrocarbons to sunlight over
billions of years.
The flyby will also reveal whether it has any moons, or even a ring system.
Ultima Thule belongs to a class of Kuiper belt objects called the "Cold
Classicals," which have nearly circular orbits with low inclinations to the solar
plane, and which have not been perturbed since their formation perhaps 4.6
billion years ago. Ultima Thule will therefore be the most primitive planetary
object yet explored, and will reveal to us what conditions were like in this
distant part of the solar system as it condensed from the solar nebula.

Source: NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/
Southwest Research Institute
Published: January 3, 2019
Historical Date: January 1, 2019
The New Horizons science team created the first stereo image pair of
Ultima Thule. This image can be viewed with stereo glasses to reveal
the Kuiper Belt object's three-dimensional shape. The images that
created the stereo pair were taken by the Long-Range
Reconnaissance Imager (LORRI) at 4:23 and 5:01 Universal Time on
January 1, 2019 from respective ranges of 38,000 miles (61,000
kilometers) and 17,000 miles (28,000 kilometers), with respective
original scales of 1017 feet (310 meters) and 459 feet (140 meters)
per pixel.
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Recently, I went with my parents to Ballandean for 2 nights. Ballandean is about
20kms south of Stanthorpe and about 21/2 drive from the Gold Coast. It is a very
small town located in the Granite Belt of the Southern Downs of Queensland.
The Twin Star Guesthouse is where we stayed. The owners are very nice. Their
names are Naomi and Eiji. They have a beautiful garden with flowers that smell
amazing and lots of different plants. The beds are really comfy and there are even
DVDs and books about space in the rooms to look at. There were even lollies on the
table for us to enjoy! Eiji has an observatory in the garden with an 18 inch reflector
telescope. He enjoys showing interested guests the night sky as part of their stay.
Next to the house is a large secure area to set up
telescopes if you want to bring your own. Mum and
I set up my scope early and could leave it locked up
before going to have dinner. A short walk down the road is the Ballandean
tavern. I had the chicken schnitzel which was really yummy, mum and dad
liked their meals too.
There are lots of things to do near Ballandean when the sun is up. There are
walk in the national parks as well as heaps of wineries.
We visited the Bald Rock National Park. There are massive boulders along
the trail to the top of Bald Rock called granite titans. They are really cool!
The view from the top was awesome! We saw some wild life, nice birds and
some interesting bugs as well as a few different lizards. No snakes, luckily. I
collected a couple of beautiful granite rocks for my collection and saw an
area where hikers have left pieces of granite stacked up in little towers. I
made my own to add to the display.
Not far from the Bald Rock NP is the town of Tenterfield. It is over the NSW
boarder and is really old with lost of historical buildings and stories.
During the evening, back at the guesthouse, I could see the whole night sky
glittering with stars. The Large and Small Magellanic Clouds where easy to see with the naked eye as
well as the Pleiades open star cluster. Through the scopes I viewed Mars, the Orion, Crab and
Tarantula nebulae as well as Sirius, Betelgeuse, Rigel and Rigel B.
I really enjoyed the entire trip and am looking forward to going back later in the year to see the Milky
Way.
Although it’s called the Twinstar, I give the accommodation 5 stars as well as the region and
recommended you go check it out. - Fraser Smith

~ Stardust Junior Astronomy Club for 2018 ~
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by Noeleen Lowndes

I’ve had another really fun year with the kids at the Runaway Bay library who attend the Stardust Club, please see a photomontage with some pictures for 2018.
There is now a rotation of about 60 children who come to learn all about our amazing universe on the first Thursday of each month. (If you have a child aged 612 years then please come along and join us…it’s lots of fun)
Our own SAS junior member Fraser Smith is getting to be so knowledgeable that I’m sure he could take over the class for me :-)
In 2019,we will be celebrating our 8th year and I have so many more exciting space sessions for them with all the new discoveries being made out in our solar
system. Woohoo! Go New Horizons, you incredible little spacecraft!
I’d like to share with you a couple of surprises that I received at the end of last year in the way of Certificates of Appreciation and Awards. One was from the
Mayor Tom Tate on behalf of Gold Coast Libraries for my work with the Stardust Club, the Girls who STEAM project and presenting Astronomy & Space lectures
at the Broadbeach and Robina libraries as part of SAS. The other award was from our local MP the Hon Stuart Robert as part of the Volunteer Awards ceremony
where he presented me with a lovely framed certificate.
So it shows that if you decide to share you knowledge with your community then one day you may be
surprised and recognised for it. There’s no monetary reward but the thanks and enrichment that it gives
you is well and truly worth it…maybe you would like to give it a go too, best wishes, Noeleen :-)

~ Stardust Junior Astronomy Club for 2018 ~ cont,
by Noeleen Lowndes
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Images have been shared on the SAS Facebook Group page and can be accessed there, if you have a Facebook account. To date, there are over 600 people enjoying the page.
You’ll find upcoming events, items of interest and plenty of helpful advice from our members. Join the page: share your ideas and wonderful astrophotography. If you have
astronomy/photography gear to sell, feel free to place your ad on the page.

ESA - European Space Agency 5 January ·
There's been a lot in the news this week about the 'dark side' or 'far side' of the Moon. In answer to some
of your questions: the 'far side' of the Moon is the hemisphere of the Moon that always faces away from
Earth. Both sides of the Moon in fact experience two weeks of sunlight followed by two weeks of night.
The far side is sometimes misleadingly called the 'dark side', meaning it's unseen rather than lacking
light. "The Dark Side of the Moon" IS however the correct term for a Pink Floyd album from 1973.
The far side remained unobserved until 1959, when it was imaged by Russia's Luna 3 spacecraft. Apollo
8's astronauts were the first humans to see the far side with the naked eye when they orbited the Moon
in 1968. All crewed and uncrewed landings have taken place on the near side - until last week.
This image is from Apollo 16, taken in 1972.
See https://www.lpi.usra.edu/resources/apollo/frame/?AS16-M-3021
More info, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Far_side_of_the_Moon

Solar Eclipse a viewed from Wanchun Pavilion on January 6, 2019 in Beijing,
China.
6 Jan 2019 Solar Eclipse—China

SAS Library - New books
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All books will be available for borrowing from January

Check out the Library link on the SAS website: Book Reviews . SAS Library List. is updated as new books are purchased. Members may borrow books
for up to 2 months. If an extension is required, please see Mike Bishop SAS Librarian or any of the committee members.
If there is a particular book you’d like to add to your own library, check out the link to the Book Depository - free postage and good value:
Thanks to Kevin Dixon our long serving member and font of much knowledge for fossicking up these new books for the library.

Mars: Making Contact

By Rod Pyle - Published 2016
The Blurb—The Red Planet holds an
enduring fascination. Filled with
extraordinary detail and documents, this
book offers a visually stunning insider's
look at how Mars has been explored and
the challenges facing future missions.
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory has
been the principal explorer, launching the
Mariner spacecraft that sped past Mars
and snapped 22 grainy photographs in
1965. After many flybys and an orbital
mission, NASA landed the twin Viking
probes on Mars in 1976.
From 1997 through to the present day, a
series of rovers have been sent to Mars,
each more sophisticated. Today two
rovers, Curiosity and Opportunity, continue
to operate on the planet. Along with five
orbiters representing three nations, these
machines have enabled us to make
incredible discoveries, each more
compelling than the last. Ancient rivers,
lakes, ocean beds, and valleys have been
charted, suggesting a landscape that could
once have supported life.

The Infinite Monkey Cage - How to Build a Universe
By (author) Brian Cox , With Robin Ince
Published 2017
The Infinite Monkey Cage, the legendary BBC Radio 4
programme, brings you this irreverent celebration of scientific
marvels. Join us on a hectic leap through the grand and bizarre
ideas conjured up by human imagination, from dark matter to
consciousness via neutrinos and earthworms.
Professor Brian Cox and Robin Ince muse on multifaceted
subjects involved in building a universe, with pearls of wisdom
from leading scientists and comedians peppered throughout.
Covering billions of concepts and conundrums, they tackle
everything from the Big Bang to parallel universes, fierce
creatures to extraterrestrial life, brain science to artificial
intelligence. How to Build a Universe is an illuminating and
inspirational celebration of science - sometimes silly,
sometimes astounding and very occasionally facetious.

The Glass Universe
By (author) Dava Sobel Published 2017
`The Blurb— A peerless intellectual biography. The Glass Universe shines and
twinkles as brightly as the stars themselves' The Economist
#1 New York Times bestselling author Dava Sobel returns with a captivating, little
-known true story of women in science
Before they even had the right to vote, a group of remarkable women were
employed by Harvard College Observatory as `Human Computers' to interpret the
observations made via telescope by their male counterparts each night.
The author of Longitude, Galileo's Daughter and The Planets shines light on the
hidden history of these extraordinary women who changed the burgeoning field of
astronomy and our understanding of the stars and our place in the universe.
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With some of the money raised from the SAS Christmas raffle, SAS was able to purchase a couple of
books for library.

‘The Ultimate Guide to Viewing the Cosmos’. Dylan O’Donnell has some of his
astrophotography featured in the book. Well worth checking out.
By (author) David Dickinson published 23 October 2018
The Blurb —’If you've ever been interested in the night sky and the wonders above our heads,
search no further: your ultimate resource for all things in the universe is here. From David
Dickinson and Fraser Cain, publisher of the widely popular astronomy news site, Universe
Today, comes the complete guide of the night sky, ranging from the best tips and tricks for
viewing, an overview of the solar system and our galaxy to exclusive interviews with top NASA
scientists, interwoven with exclusive, beautiful photography from top night sky photographers.
The foreword will be written by top industry professional, Dr. Pamela Gay. With calendars, charts
and graphs, you'll treasure this definitive resource for many night sky viewings from now and for
years to come.’

‘100 Things to See in the Southern Night Sky’
By Dean Regas - · Publication date 01 Aug 2018
The Blurb— ‘A handy field guide for the optimum stargazing
experience, whether you're travelling, camping, or in your own backyard! The night sky is full of amazing things to
see, from shooting stars and constellations, to planets and satellites, but it can be hard to tell what you're seeing,
or where to look for the best view. 100 Things to See in the Southern Night Sky lets you know what you can expect
to see on any given night, whether you're using a small telescope, or just your naked eye.
100 Things to See in the Southern Night Sky--especially for those south of the equator--includes background
information on the makeup, appearance, and history of each celestial object, along with easy-to-follow instructions
on the best way to catch a glimpse of these cosmic glories. With this helpful guide you'll have the world on a
string…...or more precisely, the sky in your hands.’
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Bob Clark has some gear for sale— email: astronobob@hotmail.com
1) SkyWatcher Black Diamond 10" - F4.7 F/L-1200mm OTA with 4 Tube Rings & a
long 800mm Home-made Alu 15mm thick Dovetail bar designed for a Losmandy Saddle.
Also includes the 2" 28mm stock eyepiece & a mounting for the Orion-AccuFocus-Motor.
Tube, Rings, Focuser & Mirrors are all in spotless & excellent condition - Asking 2/3rds of
retail value, only $600
I can also offer this ota with the original 2 ring arrangement and vixen style bar if prefer, for
just $550
2) ZWO ASI 290mm - With Jupiter & Saturn rising again in the morning skies - This is the
fastest of all Zwo Asi planetary cameras.
I bought this new only 6 months ago, has been used 2 times, therefor in perfectly new
condition ! Yours for only $550 these retail for $630

3) Orion HighLight 5x 5-element Barlow 1.25" - Approx 2yr old, never used as
seeing from local conditions for planets here never allowed it !
Selling for $120 - thats a saving of $50 or more for a similar quality barlow...
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Here’s something to test your astronomy knowledge or, at least, test your research skills. These TEN
questions will be posed to the attending members and guests at the next SAS meeting.
1st Rule: first correct answer wins. 2nd Rule: have fun. The prizes: mini treats - Mars Bars and Milky Way Bars.

JANUARY QUIZ 2019

November Quiz 2018 - answers
What is the official name of the 'Christmas Comet’?

1

Which planet has the shortest rotation period (day)?

2

Which country landed a rover on the far side of the Moon recently?
Name the rover?

3

How long does the Sun take to complete one journey around the
centre of the galaxy?

4

In what direction does a comet’s tail point?

5

True or false ? the Andromeda galaxy is about half the size of the

46P/Wirtanen first discovered 17 January 1948
In which constellation is the Tarantula nebula found? Dorado
How many artificial objects have landed on Mars? How many can you
name? 14 - Mars Insight due to land 26 November 2018
By what other names is the star cluster Pleiades known? Subaru . Also
known as M45, Seven Sisters.
What is the definition of ‘Heliosphere?
bubble-like region of space dominated by the Sun

6

Which planets show phases from to new to full like the Moon?

Which planet is the hottest? Why?
Venus— thick atmosphere of greenhouse gas carbon dioxide and sulphur
clouds

7

Which planet was discovered by William Herschel in 1781?

In which constellation would you find the South Celestial Pole? Octans

8

True or false? The first probe to go around the Moon was Luna 3 in
1959.

Where was Tycho Brae’s first observatory? Island of Hven, Denmark 1576
What was Johannes Kepler known for? Kepler’s laws of planetary motion

9
10

The open star cluster ‘The Beehive’ is found in which constellation?
True or false? Stars can be viewed during the day from the bottom
of a well.

What does Higgs boson refer to? When was it first observed?
Standard Model of particle physics . 4 July 2012

Members’ Gallery
Dylan O’Donnell ~
Orion may be one of the most spectacular regions of space we can see from Earth and the wider area around the famous M42 nebula is a popular target for
astrophotographers of all levels and even for viewing through binoculars or modest telescopes due to it's apparent brightness. With deeper exposures like
this one, the dust and gas feeding this star
-factory is revealed as a dense flowing
cascade illuminated and ionised by the
surrounding clusters of stars.
This 2-panel mosaic image was taken
over 4 nights using the Celestron 11" F2
RASA and the technical details are:
Panel 1 - 17 x 5m Hydrogen Alpha QHY9 Mono CCD
Panel 2 - 12 x 5m Hydrogen Alpha QHY9 Mono CCD
Panel 1 - 4 x 3m RGB Broadband QHY12 OSC CCD
Panel 2 - 3 x 3m RGB Broadband QHY12 OSC CCD
Total Integration : 2.7 Hours
Processing Steps - PixInsight : Image
Calibration with Darks, Star Registration,
Blink and cull, Star Mask, Morphological
Transformation (2 iterations), Histogram
Transformation, Saved as TIF. For RGB
stacks there's also Colour Calibration ->
Background Neutralization -> SCNR ->
Stretch - Photoshop : Photomerge panels
for RGB and Mono layers, Merged as
HaRGB using colour blending layer,
vignette removal, masked in lower
stretched version of mono data around
core, Levels, Saturation and minor
cosmetic corrections
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Members’ Gallery cont.
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Dylan O’Donnell ~

It's known as the Rosette nebula, but ever since someone pointed out the very distinct skull features I've never been able to unsee the skull or frame it any
other way. It even appeared on the cover of an Avenged Sevenfold metal album. I took this image of the famous skull nebula last night and it's pretty metal. I
mean, for astronomers everything (on the periodic table) is a metal, and this is literally true. Most of these metals are formed in the processes related to a
stars chemistry and life cycle and every star has a measurable "Metallicity" which sounds like a good name for a Metallica cover band.

Telescope : Celestron 11" F2 RASA
with CGX Mount
19 x 5m Hydrogen Alpha - QHY9
CCD
20 x 60s RGB - QHY12 CCD
Captured in Sequence Generator
Pro, Calibrated and Stacked in
PixInsight with StarMask and
Morphological Transformation star
reduction. Then merged as HaRGB
in Photoshop CC where additional
levels and saturation were applied
(More details and tutorials about my
processes via my YouTube
channel).
So what do you see? The Rose, or
the Skull?
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Mike Geisel ~ 3 January 2019

The Angel and the Crab
First time imaging the Angel Nebulae---looks promising, may have
to go back to under darker skies with more exposures.
Both Sky Watcher Esprit APO 150 on EQ8 mount SW filters and
wheel,ZWO ASI 1600 mm pro camera, post nebulosity 4 and
Lightroom classic cc
Crab nebulae cropped, all subs 60 seconds
Angel nebulae Lx20 R,G and B x 10 each
Crab nebulae Lx40 R,G and B x 20 each
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Tony Kim ~ 2 January 2019
Success from the new portable mount! Horsehead Nebula using the AZ GTe/ED72/QHY8L combo.
38 subs @ 120seconds guided
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Chris Wheeler ~ Report from Leyburn
I arrived at Leyburn on Thursday, a couple of days after
New Moon this month with some doubt that the sky would
clear. Clouds were thick, black and low in Brisbane when I
left home and continued to be so almost until I got here,
when they thinned out and let some blue sky through.

I set up my cabin and observatory anyway, taking time
out to whipper snip the long grass which creates a barrier
to the door of my cabin when I am away for more than a
month. I was pleased to see no evidence of the mice who
take up residence when I run out of my mouse deterrent--moth balls. They seem to be the only thing which keeps
them at bay. Rat bait does not stop them—they keep
coming back for more!
I started to run out of enough time to edit my observing
programme before it got dark, and a few of the galaxies I
was interested in proved too difficult. So I went back to an
old favourite- ring nebulae, and found one just right in the
sky—NGC 2438 in Pupis. I attach it here. Its another small
one and suited to my12 inch f10 Meade SC LX200R.
Guided using PHD guiding, the image comprises a stack of
10x5minute exposures at ISO 1600 taken with a Canon 6D
DSLR, processed with Star Tools.
With high, thin cloud on Thursday, the sky became
magnificent on Friday and looks to continue that way until Sunday. Having messed around with small objects for most 2018, I shall
switch to easier reflection nebula in 2019, and mount my 120mm Meade triplet refractor on the my G8 mount in place of the reflector.
Lets see how we go—I have got so used to the 12inch that I feel that I am downgrading!
Mark and Debbie Bolton have been doing a lot of work around the place in the past year, and it looks well cared for. My friend Duncan
Milburn and I are regular visitors, as are the three amigos, Pete Marples, Greg Bock and Pat Pearl. But its disappointing not see more
club members out here, either once in a while or on a regular basis. Skies are generally very good—that’s why we come!
If anyone is interested in picking up a Mallincam camera, I have one for sale. I bought it second-hand a couple of years ago and have
never used it. Give me a call on 0412 552 322.
Chris Wheeler
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Members’ Gallery cont.
Noeleen Lowndes ~
Comet 46P/Wirtanen in evening sky on the 10th December 2018
Because of all the cloudy weather I only managed to capture the comet on one
night here at home between a cloud break, there were also lots and lots of coloured
Christmas lights…not ideal conditions, but at least I got it :-) First image was

taken with a Canon 70D camera and Tokina 11-16mm lens, 20-second exposure
ISO800. The second image was taken with a Canon 70-200 F2.8 lens and just a
2.5seconds exposure and ISO6400. They are only single images because of all
the clouds.
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Members’ Gallery cont.
Noeleen Lowndes ~ This is what you do when the weather is uncooperative ! Dig the Lego out— Women in NASA
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Members’ Gallery cont.

Eddie Saez ~ taken at the Andromeda Star party (Watts Bridge Airfield - Cressbrook) 11 Nov 2018
Gear used..
Canon 600D on a Celestron C90
Star Adventurer.
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Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights held at
South Coast Restoration Society, Heritage Park, Pimpama
193 Rifle Range Road, Pimpama QLD 4209 (Exit 49 off the M1 at
Pimpama)
For further information contact:
PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge 0414750083
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au

MEETINGS:
Committee— 5:30pm
General— 7:30pm

Leyburn New
moon

Other - *Please Note: Extra observing nights & solar days will be
added during the year. Details will be provided in the EH
newsletter.

January

Saturday 19th

4th to 6th

February

Saturday 23rd

1st to 3rd

March

Saturday 23rd

8th to 10th

April

Saturday 13th

5th to 7th

May

Saturday 18th

3rd to 5th

June

Saturday 15th

31st to 2nd

July

Saturday 20th

7th to 9th

August

Saturday 17th

2nd to 4th

September

Saturday 21st AGM

27th to 29th

2 new moon weekends in Sept.

October

Saturday 12th

25th to 27th

InOMN 2019 (Moon Night) Saturday, 5th October

November

Saturday 16th

29th to 1st

December

Saturday (date to be confirmed)

27th to 29th

Easter Holidays 19th to 22nd

New moon weekend is end of May & beginning of June

Christmas Party

PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au

Postal address: Southern Astronomical Society Inc , PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
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MEMBERSHIP OFFICER – Joe Zerafa Ph
0421886376 joezsas@gmail.com

THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so
others cannot see your email address – if you do not want Event Horizon
emailed please inform the sender. The Society’s Web Site and Event
Horizon may contain images of or may identify members/friends attending
Society & non-Society events (Meetings, Astro quiz, Combined Societies
Meetings, Field Nights and Leyburn Astro camps, Astrofest etc); if you
would prefer this not to happen, please advise the Society in writing. If
members require a copy of the Society’s Constitution, please contact the
Membership Officer by mail or at a future meeting. Images presented in
Event Horizon and on the SAS Web Site are presented in good faith as the
original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and its members
accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them
has used another person’s property without their permission or consent.
Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of the contributor
(unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other
information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or its members.

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE

Friday to Sunday, 1st to 3rd February
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton who are now
living permanently on site. Please respect the family’s privacy by only going out to the
property on a New Moon weekend and introducing yourself when you arrive to Mark and
Debbie. Please ring Debbie on 0428 248526 for more information about directions and
any inquires that you have about going out to the property
- thank you.
*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
$5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)
•

LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast

•

ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room book on 07 46950155

•

WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared

Meeting venue: Restoration Society, 193 Rifle Range Road Pimpama

•

KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

Times: Committee Meeting 5: 30 pm — General Meeting 7.30pm

•

POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!

•

DRINKING WATER: BYO

•

LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper

•

SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great
burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.

•

MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely

DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing

field -you will be greeted & guided to a park

CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take
care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear stout footwear!
Also, winters are very cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding
for an enjoyable weekend.
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Astronomy Gear
Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and
mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now at Shop
240, Level 2, Myer Centre, Brisbane. Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Dark Sky Star Parties are conducted at Wyaralong Dam west of Beaudesert once a
month and information can be found on Facebook (Astro Anarchy) or on their
website.
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the
astronomy community. Discounts for SAS members are available on some items.
Located at 1/26 Darnick St, Underwood QLD 4119 Ph 3423 2355
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518
5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off ) Street address:
84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy/Science Festivals
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual
event held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early
August. Check the link for details.
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year)
extravaganza of events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the
full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March.
For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of some
of the past lectures are now available on line. http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/

Astrophotography

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of
astronomical images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Astronomical Observatories
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt
Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults.
One of the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning
realistic night sky on the 12.5 metre diameter projection dome. Sir Thomas Brisbane
Planetarium

Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy
Airport. Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of
Astronomy and Astrophysics, located approximately 18km southwest of the centre of
Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003 Canberra
bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced
Instrumentation Technology Centre and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar
Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of
Coonabarabran on the eastern edge of the Warrumbungle National Park is
Australia's premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory. Check the website
for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science,
and one part of the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more
details:
Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near Stanthorpe offers a wide
range of activities including stargazing, bush walks, national parks and wineries as
well as star gazing with the owner or on your own.
28146 New England Highway, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, Australia
Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135

Free/low cost science
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a
month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the
Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register. There’s
usually a supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to
speak to the presenters. Also, the talks are available online from the website.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and
professional science communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the
top science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel
Gilmore, you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy –
and perhaps even education! Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South
Brisbane. tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).

Special Interest

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and
New Zealand who have worked together as a group since mid 2008 to search,
discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.

